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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The central theme of our current research program can be summarized

as Laser Atom Selective Excitation (LASE), with an em:phasis on those aspects

that might have a bearing on the development and optimization of short wave-

length lasers.

Short pulse lasers tuned to momentarily saturate specific transitions

within atcms or ions make possible the measurement of atomic parameters

(such as: radiative lifetimes, branching ratios and thereby transition

probabilities) or the plasma conditions, depending upon the plasma

density. I - 4) Extended laser saturation, on the other hand, perturbs the

plasma and, in the case of resonance saturation, eventually leads to almost

complete ionization burn-out of the species involved.(5 -9  Our activities

encompass both regimes.

The combination of laser ablation and selective excitation spectroscopy

(LASES) leads in principle to a powerful laboratory technique for studying

a variety of plasma conditions and species including short lived ions that

are of interest in the development of X-ray lasers. Although our present

LASES facility is limited to low states of ionization - due to the energy

and wavelength of our lasers - we hope to demonstrate the basic principles

and develop the techniques which when applied to more highly ionized species

would yield information that could help in the optimization of short wave-

length lasers. Our first attempts at this have included: measurements of

radiative lifetimes, demonstrating metastable state freeze-out and mapping

the distribution of a minor species in a rapidly expanding, laser ablated

plasma. Currently we are about to embark upon a study of excited states

within ionized species and demonstrate the ability of our technique to map

the spatial and temporal distribution of such ionized species.

The idea of coupling laser energy to a gaseous medium through resonance

saturation was first suggested by the author in 1970 in relation to W.D

power generation. 5 ) The high efficiency of this interaction derives from

the fact that the laser radiation is absorbed by a strong transition and is

then readily transferred tothe free electrons through superelastic collisional

quenching of the resonance level. In this way each atom is able to funnel

many quanta of laser energy into the free electrons even in a brief period.

Rapid ionization results from both the subsequent elevated electron tempera-

ture and the effective reduction of the ionization energy for those atoms

pumapcd by the laser into the resonance state.

r, . . . .".. . . .. , ,,. .. . . .... .. .... .1 .. .. ." .. ... ,L , - j , . ,,. .= L .



This LIBORS (laser interaction based on resonance saturation) concept

lay dormant for 6 years until Lucatorto and Mcllrath (in 1976) reported a

surprising observation - sodium vapor at about 1 torr was almost completely

ionized when irradiated with a 500 nsec pulse of laser raiiation tuned to

the 589.6 rm resonance line. 8) Lucatorto and McIlrath did not have a

good explanation at the time, but by 1977 they had repeated their experi-

ments with lithium and found the same rapid and almost corplete ionization.(9)

Geltan, (10) Lucatorto and McIlrath,(9 ) Bearman and Leventhal ( ll) and the
(6)

author independently proposed that the most plausible explanation for

such an efficient and rapid ionization lay in a combination of the LIBORS

concept and some trigger mechanism for initially creating free electrons.

Multiphoton ionization seems the most likely candidate for some atoms, while

in others associative ionization may dominate.

This rekindled interest in the !IBORS concept prompted us to undertake

a comprehensive theoretical study of the interaction. Our analysis to date

has revealed the effectiveness of LIBORS in heating and ionizing a gaseous
<I (6,12)

or plasma medium. Indeed, we have shown that the rate of laser energy

deposition via LIBORS can exceed that through inverse brcmsstrahlung by(12)

several orders of magnitude. Put another way, a laser with an irradiance

of 106 W m-2 can achieve the same heating rate, through resonance saturation

and electron superelastic collision quenching, as one with an irradiance

of 1011 W cm via inverse bremsstrahlung.

Stiralated emission at short wavelengths has been obtained through

the use of rapid discharges in gases that have transitions that terminate

on relatively long lived excited states.(13-15) Bristow et al(16) have

suggested that this approach could be extended down to X-ray wavelengths

through the use of very fast laser generated plasmas. We have recently

undertaken calculations that indicate heating rates in excess of 1013 K-1
see could be achieved through superelastic laser energy conversion (SELEC)

via resonance saturation of suitable ions. (1 7 ) Furthermore, this extremely

fast plasma heating can be attained at modest laser irradiances and thereby

avoiding the creation of superthermal runaway electrons. The ramifications

of this work to X-ray laser development are obvious and could be of parti-

cular interest once optimization considerations are deemed important.

It may be helpful at this point to clarify the difference between

SELEC and LIBORS, as both involve laser saturation of a resonance transition.
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SELEC refers to the rapid electron heating that occurs prior to an appreciable

increase in the free electron density, whereas LIBORS refers to the entire

interaction that includes close to complete burn-out of the particular ion

species being excited.

One of the formidable problems facing both the electron and ion beam

approaches to inertial fusion is beam transportation across the reactor

chamber to the fuel pellet. To facilitate the transportation of these

focussed beams of charged particles, narrow plasma channels several

meters in length will have to be created. (18-20) We have undertaken some

extensive calculations that reveal that IBORS should be particularly well

suited for this purpose.(
7 )

Although the current LIBORS activity has been confined to first stage

ionization of alkali metal vapors, the development of short wavelength

lasers and the use of multiphoton saturation should enable the LIBORS

concept to be applied to a wide range of elements and stages of ionization.

Furthermore, Lt the high densities found in laser ablated plasmas, the time

to burn out a given state of ionization would be reduced to the subnanosecond

scale. Consequently, we view L LORS to be a possible new method of effi-

ciently and rapidly coupling laser energy into the kind of laser ablated

plasma that is likely to contitute the medium for X-ray laser generation.

We plan to undertake a comprehensive study aimed at obtaining a better
understanding of LIBOPS and demonstrating its advantages. This program will

include 011 expWLded theoretical amd computational study coupled to a new

experimntal investigation.

An overview of our two programs is presented as figure 1.

STATUS OF RESEARCH

LASES-Program

Our LASES facility has undergone a major redesign and improvement

during the past year. We now have two nitrogen laser pumped dye lasers and

a dual wavelength photodetection system. We have a new low pressure ablation

chffber that has six optical ports and a rotatable multi-sample target that

allows us to undertake many experiments without breaking the system's vacuum.

A Q-switched ruby laser is still used to create the ablation plasma. An

overview of the facility is presented as figure 2. A closeup of the new
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ablation chamber and improved photodetection system is shcw in the foreground

An RCA C31034 P'r and a SPEX 1700 monochromator is used in one cha-nel,

while an RCA h526 P and a Jobin-Yvon H20 monochromator '.ised in the other

channel.

Lifetime tMasuren~n ts

As a demonstration of our LASES approach to the meas'. ement of atomic

parameters we initially evaluated the radiative lifetime of the three reso-
()4)nance transitions of chromium and have extended these neasurements to

situations where the chromium was only a trace constituent of the ablated

material. This showed that lifetime measurements of minor species of the

plasma could be evaluated and at the same time suggested a new kind of ultra-

sensitive trace element laser microprobe.-2 1 ,2 2 ) We have recently commenced

a new series of experiments that ill involve the measurenent of radiative

lifetimes of excited states in the ions theat are created w._-in the ablation

plasma. Of special interest will be states that are erci- by stepwise

two photon pumping.

Although this information may not be immediately an-5: .bic to X-ray

laser development at this stage, we are laying the fo'-,nda:ons of techniques
that will provide relevant information when undertaken wi 'norter wavelength

probe lasers and more powerful ablation lasers.

Ablation Plasma Studies

Recently we have initiated a new project that is ai-,e at testing the

diagnostic capability of the selective excitation spectrozs .otpy c oncept first

proposed by the author.(I) (see Appendix A for an updated review-.) In

this instance the ratio of laser intensified spontaneous e-zission arising

from the neutral and ion resonance state will be evaluatec. in an attempt

to map the temporal variation in the degree of ionization af a specific

constituent within a rapidly exp-nding, laser ablation r1 za. Strontium

has been selected for this preliminary work since both the neutral and singly

ionized form posse;s resonance line wavelengths (Sr I L6C.- and Sr II 421.6 nm)

that fall within the operating range of our present dye lazers.

Within the past few weeks we have undertaken some pr-_ininary experi-

ments that have assured us of the viability of this proje: - . In particular,

the strength of the intensified emission signals from bot- -* neutral and
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ionic species appears satisfactory as can be seen by reference to figure 3.
The upper trace corresponds to the intensified spontaneous emission (ISE)

signal that stems from the strontium atoms within a small volume* located

about 1 cm from the strontium doped target. The lower trace corresponds

to the ISE signal that originates from the strontium ions within the

same volume and at the same instant of time. The poor quality of the

ion ISE signal is due to a weak laser pulse. The cause of this low

output is known and is being corrected. Although the literature is rich

with references to observations of the motion of ions and electrons expanding

from laser ablation plasmas, o'lr direct comparison of neutrals to ions for

a given species will be new.

It might be noted in passing that in last year's measurement of

metastable freeze out of chromium atoms, the two transitions had to be

sequentially excited since we only had one photodetector and one single

beam fast oscilloscope. Our new facility has two, wavelength independent,

photodetection channels and a new fast dual bean oscilloscope.

L13)1S - Theoretical Progrc-=,

Over the past two years we have developed both a comprehensive computer

code and a relatively simple model for studying LIBORS. The LIBORS computer

code treats the atom as a 20 energy level system and takes acco-unt of the

inr-:rtant radiative-collisional processes. The correspondin; set of population

rate equations are solved simultaneously with the ionization eCuation, the

free electron energy equation and the interspecies elastic energy transfer

e~uations. The details of the LIBORS code will not be given here, but are

presented in our publication.(7,12,23,214)

In essence the LIBORS code predicts the temporal behaviour of: the

population in each of the ene-gy levels, the free electron density and tempera-

ture, thc ion temperature, the laser power absorbed and the recobination

re.,, i n - subsequent to sudden laser saturation of one of the species'

resonance transitions. The LIBORS simple model will be discussed later and

will be seen to offer considerable insight into the physical processes involved

and provides a quick means of predicting, in a qualitative manner, the ionization

time for any species. The basic processe:s involved are displayed in figure 4.
Mhe advances made during the past year are sumnarized below:

*DDefined by the dye laser beams and the coTmon field of vier, of the photo-
detection system.
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(1) Cornarative Study' of Seed Electron Creation Processes

In the case of an un-ionized gas, the energy stored in the laser

saturated resonance state population can only be effectively tapped by free

electrons, once free electrons exist. If near complete io.iz:ztion is to be

achicvedi within the dtwuation of the laser pulse, a rapid re-"s of creating

the initial free electrons is mandatory. The three most 2l-:ely seed processes(24)
in the case of sodium %re:

(i) Associative Ionization (A)

Na(3p) + Na(3p) -Na4 + e + KE (r 0.04 cV)

(ii) Laser-Induced Penning Ionization (LIP)

Na(3p) + Na(3p) + hv -Na + + Na(3s) + e + KE (;z=.17 eV)

(iii) Resonance State Two Photon Ionization (RTP)

Na(3p) + 2hv -*Na + + e + KE (- 1.17 eV)

Na(3p) and Na(3s) represent a resonance and ground state atom, respectively.

hv represents a laser photon (equal to the resonance to gro- n' state energy

difference).

Although the seed electrons may be created with a small amount of kinetic

energy (as indeed is the case for associative ionization), once freed,

they rapidly acquire translational energy through superelartic collisions

writh the v:ast reservoir of laser maintained resonance state atoms. The free

electron mean translational energy wrill quickly rise to a v aue that is
deterdned by a balance between superelastic and inelastic ollisions. ( 6 ,17,23)

Laser saturation of one of the resonance transitions leads, according

to Mca.3ures,( l ) to resonance level population density equal to Gi' 0 , where

G = C,1/(g 2 + gl ) ' g2 and g, being the resonance and ground level degeneracies,

respectively, and N0 is the ground state atom density prior to laser irra-

diation. Consequently, the initial ionization rate resulti1g from associative

ionization of laser saturated sodium vapor can be expressed in the form

n 32/A 7

where oA is the appropriate cross section and 8k/ _-Presents the

mean velocity of the sodium atoms. Geltman ( 0) has estimated this cross

6



section to be about 10o17 cm2 while Bearman and Leventhal(1 indicate a

value closer to 10-1 cm. might be expected.

In the case of' laser induced penniinf, ionization., wec-,;4-,rit

LIP 32 LIP L J

where aLu (LIF) is the appropriate cross section and F7 is the laser photon

fm:denzity (F -I'/hv). In the case of the sodiun. D lire c- x 4( z

acouing to Gelitnan (10) arnd Cardinal.()
Tho reson-tnl-e state two photon ionization i'ate ccrn 'or- ooJJu be

explressed in the form

dN 3N0  2~

(2) 0 (2(2F)

he rc, Ur 2 ) (cm 4s) is the appropriate rate coefficient. Cax]iinal (4has

estimated that in the case of sodium, 2 ) 1.7 x 10-49 (r. C-4s).

The dependence of the net initial ionization rate upon tle laser

irradianzce (I i) is presented in figure 5 for the two possible associative
ionisation -2ross; sections. In the case of sodium vapour, assoc-iative ioniza-

tion is seen to dominate (even with the smaller cross section) the ionization
7 -2ra for I < 10 c . The right hand scale of f i are 5J ives the

effctive time for the vapour to ionize if these three scci -processes were

the only ionization rrechanisms.

Figure 6 indicates the operating regimes under which the different

scee electron processes are comparable. The figure is divided into two sets

of C zones (a, b, c, d, e, f or A, B,),fE F) by the lines defining the

equalities:

17el = 1N Lines a or *
dtA dt LIP

dt1 - T t A Lines P3 and P*

dt' eF L P -d C RT Lines y and le.



The asterisked quantities relate to calculations using Geltman's (I 0) cross

section for association ionization - the others to Bearna.n and Ieventhal's(11)(3)

value. The operating conditions in the experiments of Lucatorto and cIlrath,

and1 assuned in o'ur earlier calculations, 6 _'_12 ) lie in region D (or d) where

associative ionization is likely to be the doninant initial ionization

process (provided -A > 2 x 10 cm

(2) Siplle ModeZ Representation of LIBORS

Consequently, we have had to allow for this process in both ouLr LIBORS

computer code and in our simple model representation of LIBORS. We have

also included the influence of single photon ionization in both the code

and the model. Our updated simple model is portrayed in figure 7 and leads

to an ionization equation of the form

d- N f 2 ,2 + Nv(a I + C, +N WF+NNY +NNK (1)dt 2 2 A 3p 2e'2c 3 e 3c

where N2 (cn - 3 ) represents the resonance level population density,

v (cms - ) represents the mean therrr).l velocity of soliupu atoms,

N3 (cm- 3 ) represents the intermediate level population density,

(c-Tn 2 ) represents the mean single photon ionization cross section for

the intermediate level,

Kne (cm 3I ) represents the electron collisional ionization rate coeffi-
cient for level n, and

N (c m-3) represents thc free electron density.

Notice the hierarchy of the processes, first the seed processes domdnate as

both N and V3 are small, then as Ne builds such that the population in the

intermediate levels become finite (due to inelastic excitation primarily

from resonance level) single photon ionization starts to become important.

iext direct electron collisional ionization of the resonance level and

finally the last term which reflects the "ionization burn out phase" as the

growth in the free electrons exceeds the exponential grow.ith rate.

To solve for Ne(t) we need to know how N3 varies with time. In order

to keep the model simple we shall assume that we can write the steady state

eouation

N 3  jN2NK 2 3T 3  (2)

8



where T 3 * = T3 (1 + 9pFT 3 )', T3 being the spontaneous decay time of level 3.

Under these circumstances the electron creation equation can be expressed

in the form:

d1u
eT S + IN +BN 2  (3)

dte e

where S N2  )F2 + 1 Nv(c (2 c  12v LP A) represents the seed processes,

I = N2 [K2 c + K 3aFT3*) represents the intermediate processes, and

B T3* represents the burn-out processes.

N2K2 3 K3 c3*

It is assumed that S, I and B remain constant over the time interval

required for the degree of ionization to reach about 116. This is not

too bad an approximation since N2  GNO, for sudden laser saturation at

t = 0, and N0 (the atom density) will only start to deviate from its original

value once the degree of ionization exceeds 1%. Also, the temperature tends

to stabilize very rapidly (in a time short compared to that required for

ionization (2 3 ))

Equation (3) has two forms of analytical solution depending on the

relative values of S, I and B:

(i) If I < 4SB, which corresponds to seed electron domination over the

intermediate processes until electron collisional burn-out takes over,

then under- these circumstances the analytical form of the solution will be

t 2_ tan1 f ?i3N+ I tan - { 1 (4)
fL ,( fq2

where q = 4SB - I2; and

(ii) If 12 > 43B, which corresponds to weak seed electron processes as

well as to strong intermediate interactions, then the solution is

1 ~ 2BN + I - Q
t _ in e - In " (5)

e
J2 - ~(24) iyFw

where Q4FB. For modest values of photon flux density, F, we

can simplify equation (5) by writing

9I
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This reults in a simple equation for the time to rea. a given electron

density, viz.,

In fT2  in 1- In i B1 - (6)
t SB IN e .}n 1+ IN-- e

We can now introduce two characteristic electron densities:

* S

(i) N represents the electron density for which the rate of
e I

ionization based upon seed electron processes equals the

rate of ionization based upon intermediate processes; and

(ii) Ne  - represents the density for which the rate of ionization

based upon the intermediate processes equals the direct

electron collisional ionization of the third level.

This allows us to write equation (6) as follows:

-(7)
e

Although equation (7) is strictly valid only for a degree of ionization

less than l, the steepness of the ionization curve towarkz; the bturn-out

phase is such that negligible error is incurred by equating the ionization

burn-out time TB to the limiting value of equation (7), n-rely

1 n(N *-X *"(8
TB %-- Ne /Ne) (8)

The sensitivity of the ionization burn-out time to the associative

ionization cross section can be ascertained by reference to figiure 8, where

the growth of the free electron density, as given by e::uation (5), is

presented for several values of A"

(3) Improved LIBORS Computer Code Results

The LIBORS energy level scheme adopted for the sodi'i atomr is presented

a;; figure 9. This diagram clearly reveals that once laser saturation of the

resonance level (we assume that the 32P and 32P spin states are
31/2

10



coalesced by collisions) occurs, collisional excitation to the higher

levels leads to the possibility of direct single photon ionization by the

laser radiation. The influence of this photoionization is clearly seen

in figure 10, where the temporal variation in the resonance level population

N2(3p), the electron density 11e' the electron temperature Te and the ion

temperature T., are shown for two situations; one where the photoionization

cross section 1 (') = 0, the other where the values of apl are given by

the quantum modified Kramer's formulae.(25)

In figure 11 we demonstrate the impact of associative ionization and

laser induced penning ionization upon the temporal behaviour of N2, Ne, Te

and Ti in the case of sodium vapor at about 0.1 torr. As stated earlier,

however, associative ionization dominates laser induced penning ionization

for the modest level of laser irradiance assumed in this LIBORS code simula-

tion. It is worth noting that our LIBORS computer code predicts that the

initial jump in the electron temperature is smaller when associative ioniza-

tion is taken into account. This is a direct consequence of the very small

excess energy of ionization involved in associative ionization in comparison

with the other seed processes.

(4) PLasma Heating Through Superelastic Collisions

In general the superelastic heating rate for the free electrons, under

conditions of resonance saturation, can be expressed in the form

SE = NA
e 21~

(7,12)
We have shown that the maximum rate of laser energy deposition via

LIBORS arises just prior to "ionization burn-out" of the laser saturated

species and, in the case of a neutral species, takes the form

I = GN 2
1 2 1 / (Wcm - )

where G = g2/(g2+gl) ,

g2 and g, represent the respective degeneracies of the resonance

and ground levels of the atom,

N0 represents the original atom number density prior to laser irradia-

tion,

K21 the superelastic electron collision rate coefficient, and

E21 the laser photon energy (equal to the resonance to grou.nd energy),

11
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QL is plotted as a function of N for sodium in figure 12.

A direct comparison with the rate of laser energy deposition through

inverse brcmztrahlung, QIB, yields

e /  21E2132

IB 1.17 x lO-7NY

where k, h and c have their usual value, It represents the laser irradiance

(Wcm72), T the free electron temperature (kTe in eV). For the case ofee

sodium vapor we can write (12)

1.5 x l0llII
Clearly the rate of deposition of energy through LIBORS greatly exceeds

that through inverse bremsstrahlung over a wide range of laser irradiance.

Additional advantages possessed by LIBORS include: more efficient interaction,

operates at much lower laser power levels, much shorter interaction length,

linear attenuation of laser beam and cold (un-ionized) start capability

even at modest laser power levels.

In general the maximum temperature Tm ax achieved through superelastice

heating of a laser saturated resonance transition is determined by the

characteristics of the laser pumped species. We have recently(17) developed

a simple three level model of this interaction that enables us to characterize

the maximum temperature attainable in terms of two parameters: the energy

level ratio "a" and the superelastic to inelastic collision ratio "b".

That is to say:

a - E3 2 /E 2 1  and b -= gl 12/g2?23

where E32 represents the energy gap between the resonance energy and the
next level having a strong optical transition to the resonance

level.

fnm represents the product of the absorption oscillator strength

and the effective mean Gaunt factor for the im-transition.

12
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If we introduce the normalized temperature, a W e/F21' then the

free electron energy equation for this simple three level noiel takes the

form

c = 2N2K1 [1 - exp-1/o)-
dT 3221 b

The transcendental equation obtained by assuming stealy state conditions

has been solved and the results presented in figure 13. Reference to figure

13 leads to the conclusion that a substantial heating will be attained for

those laser pumped species possessing as large a value as zossible for both
"a" and "b".

With this in mind boron III was selected as representative of a suitable

ion. The partial energy level diagram for BIII is presented in figure 14.

Ou.r LIBORS code was adapted to the case of BIII, using the 14 levels shown

in figure 14. In this instalice we assumed that we started with a BIII plasma

tha.t was in local thermodynamic equilibrium so that our iritial tonditions

could be described in terms of an initial electron te-meratre Tee, such

thAt the initial electron density could be cquated (within 10-') to the initial

BIII density.

The LIBORS code predicted temporal variation of the free electron tem-

perature, subsequent to sudden laser saturation of the BI17 resonance tran-

sition (at 206 nm), for three initial BIII densitic is p-:zernted in figure

15. Of particutlar interest is the very fast heatin=: rate iniicated at the

higher densities. For the highest density considered, I(31-) = 1017 cm-3

a heating rate in excess of 4 x 1013 °K see 1 is prdicte' -or a modest

laser irradlance of 108 W cm in a 2 mnm plasma."1 7) This very high heating

rate could be ideal for creating transient nonequilibrium iistributions

that are conducive to the development of short wavelength lasers.

13
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LIBORS - Experimental Program

Although our LIBORS computer code is fairly comprehensive most of the

collision cross sections are not known to an accuracy of better than a

factor of 3 and some key cross sections like A' ( nd u a even less
2c "n arP eeCls

well defined. In addition features such as: self focussing or coherency

effects could modify the form and characteristics of the interaction and our

present treatment does not include diffusion or the influence of spatial

gradients. Consequently, we are in the process of building an experimental

facility that will be used to investigate LIBORS and cbtain experimental

data that can be compared with our ccmputer predictions, thereby strengthening

our theoretical understanding of this interaction and placing us in a better

position to gauge the applicability of LIBORS to various areas of endeavour.

In order to undertake the first time resolved measurements of laser

ionization based on resonance saturation we built an experimental facility

around a sodium vapour Pyrex cell that we had in our possession. An over-

view of the facility is presented in figure 16. It was recognized at the

outset that this Pyrex cell may not be adequate for the job since it was

never designed to be heated to a temperature sufficient to attain a vapour

pressure of 0.1 tor'r of sodium vapour and even if it were to stand the tem-

perature the speed of sodiiua deposition on the windows was an unknorn.

The basic facility comprises: a flashlamp pumped dye laser that was
-2tuned to the sodium D resonuiice line and could deliver close to 1 ,.T1 cm

1
within the cell for aboilt 600 nsec, a photodetection system that included a

monochromator-photomultiplier combination for observing the laser produced

plasma radiation and two photodiodcs, PD1 and PD2, for monitoring the

attenuation of the laser pulse. Two cameras were also used, Cl to record

the far field of the transmitted laser radiation to observe for self focus-

sing effects, and C2 which was to observe a broad band (as determined by the

SPFX monochromator) of the plasma emission in an attempt to monitor the

presence of filanentation. A schematic of this facility is presented as figure 17.

Figure 18 presents the LIBORS code predicted time history of the con-

tinuum radiation (arising from radiative recombination to the 3p resonance

level) and the laser power absorbed under the experimental conditions

anticipated within our initial LIBORS experiment.

Unfortunately, our concern in regard to the lifetime of the sodium

vapour Pyrex cell turned out to be justified and no useful experimental

data were obtained due to a major failure of the cell windows prior to

14
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obtaining the desired operating conditions.

New LIBORS Facility

Currently, we are building a new heat cell that is based on the advanced

design fBy ta.(6 This heat cell will enable excellent optical

access to the interaction region and should certainly be adequate for our

range of operating conditions. The remainder of the facility will more or

less remain the same.

15
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INTEACTIONS (COUPLING ACTIVITY)

Dr. R. 14. Measures was invited to present a Seminar entitled, "Laser

Selective Excitation Work at UTIAS" to the Physics Department of Toronto

University on March 27, 1979.

In the past year Dr. R. M. Measures has had several discussions 
with

Dr. J. Olsen of the Sandia Laboratory, in connection with the applicability

of LIBORS to plasma channel formation for charged particle transportation 
in

inertial confinement fusion. We are planning to discuss our recent work on

"rapid plasma heating via superelastic laser energy conversion" with the

group interested in X-ray laser development at the University 
of Rochester's

Laboratory for L!ser Energetics.
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NEW DISCOVEIES STEN2MTH1G FROM RESEARCH

The combination of laser ablation and selective excitation 2pectroscopy
(TA VES represents a ne-;: approach at cvalitatingr f'ulkr enta -'oJrr.-K.i

suchl as: ra~Uative lifetilles, branching, ratios, transition -_robabiities

L id selected collision cross-sections. A prelirnary pare!r on this subject

was published in Physical Review in 1977(; see publication 7.o. 9. The LASES

technique, as well as being convenient and accurate, is par-ticularly well

suited for mesrmnson short lived, highly ionized species created by

laser ablation and of interest in the development of X-ray lasers. Further-

ImO'o, the LASES approach is versatile and can use multiphoton or stepwise

excitation as the means of generating the bursts of intensi-fied emission.

As a spin-off of this work we have aliso shown that the TASES concept

can also form the basis of a new form of' trace element las-er- micro-Orobe

called a TABLASER; see publication No. IS.

During the past year we have reinforced our belief thatl laser interaction

based on reonaomnce saturaVtion", LI13ORS, represents an ideal method of creating

tho plasma ch-amoil rcsuired for electron or ion bear trarnazortation for

inertial confin(ement fusion; sec publication No. 2. We have also shown

that undcr certain COnditions LIBORIS should have sevoral aLntesover

inverse brem strahlund for plasma heating; sece publication -.0. 3. In parti-

cula we haver indicated that heating rates in excess, of 10 1~, sec would

be achieved 4t relatively modes;t values of laser iralac;see publication
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FIG. 2 overview of LASES facility.

(1) Ablation chamber a-nd phuoAtectiOll

(2) Dye laser input optics

(3) & (i)Dye lasers
(5)i I:trogen tLa~cr

(6) Fabry-Perot system for checking, dye
laser wavelength

(7) Q-owitched Biiby (ablution) laser



FIG. 3 Laser intensified spontaneous emission signals

arising from an ablation plasma (1.2 vsec after

ablation). The upper trace corresponds to the

ISE signal from strontium atoms (at 46o.7 nm)

while the lower trace corresponds to the ISE

signal from strontium ions (at 421.6 nm). The
first pulse on the lower trace arises from a

photodiode that monitors one of the dye lasers.

Time scales are 20 nsec/div.
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APPENDIC A

REV W OF LASER SELECTIVE EXCITATION SPECTROSCOPY

The concept of laser selective excitation spectroscopy was first for-

mulated by the author, M and one of the first tests of the technique was(2)

undertaken in this laboratory. 2 ) Subsequently, the ideas embodied in this

paper have found wide application in fields ranging from flame studies(3 ) to

fusion reactor diagnostics. 4 ) We have demonstrated that the combination of

laser ablation and selective excitation spectroscopy represents an ideal

method of determining atomic parameters such as radiative lifetimes, branching

ratios and transition probabilities of elements that are difficult to handle 5 %

and are planning to show that this approach can be extended to include excited

states of ions. Currently we are attempting to evaluate the potential of

selective excitation spectroscopy in the context of undertaking a direct

measurement or the degree of ionization of a specific constituent within a

rapidly expanding plasma.

In particular, we are using two nitrogen laser pured dye lasers to punp

two resonan e trunsitions; one in neutral strontiumnn d the other in singly

ionized strontizun (at 460.7 and 421.6 run, respectively) . The plasma is produced

by laser ablation of a strontium doped target. Initially we plan to study the

variation (at a given location) in the degree of' ionization as a function of

elapsed time from the moment of ablation.

The theoretical development presented below is based on the treatment

provided in UTIAS Report No. 229 (1979) by N. Drewell. We shall consider the

population redistribution that results when two energy levels of an atom

(or an ion) ar'e suddenly coupled by a step-like pulse of laser radiation.

The population rate equation treatment presented is valid provided the

laser radiation is broad. band (relative to the linewidth of the excited

transition) and the dephasing collision time is shorter than times of interest.(6)

The rate equations for levels j and i can be expressed in the form

N. Ni(Rij + Ne K.) - Nj(Rji + Aj + NeKj + Dj) + Cj

A-1



N (Rji + N K.. + A..) - N.(Rij + INeK.. + D.) + C. (2)

where N. and N. are the time derivatives of Ni and " , respectively. Figure Al

shows schematically the two laser-coupled energy levels i ard j with expressions

for the rates (per uLit volume) of the various procez.ses under consideration.

Also, the rate coefficients D. and D. have been used to represent all processes1 3
which deplete levels i and j respectively, exclusive of those that couple

the two levels. In a similar manner C. and C. have been employed to represent
the rates of populating levels i and j respectively, exclusive of the inter-

actions that directly couple levels i and j.

Introducing time-invariant rates (the C's) and rate coefficients (the D's)

in this way simplifies the problem because only the populations N. and I need
be considered explicitly. As a result, however, the validity of the solution

of these equations is restricted to times shorter than that required to

appreciably alter the populations in the other levels of the atom and the

electron densitybecause the C's and D's are functions of these variables.

In a similar fashion, writing K. and K.. as time invariant implies that weii J1
are assuming a constant electron temperature throulhout the analysis (the

C's and D's are in general also electron temperatu-re dependent), and similarly

restricts the validity of the solution. These points were not raised by

Burgess and Skinner (7 ) who presented a simplified a/n,,Lysis of the same prdjlem.

Indeed. as was first pointed out by the author(8) dramatic changes in both the

free electron density and temperature occur if lase- pumping is continued for
an extended period of time.

The above coupled set of differential equations can be decoupled to form

two second order differential equations. The equation for N. takes the form3

N + AN . + BN C (3)
where

A = N (K.. + K..) + A.i + Di + :. R i. + R ji (ha)

B =Di(Rji + Dj + A.i + NeKji ) + Dj(Rij I -~~j (4b)

C c i(R ij + Ne Kij) + C .(Rij + NeKij + Di) (4c)

A-2
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The solution to Eq. (3) can be expressed in the form

N (t) = C/B + E1 e + E2 e (5)

where 
Ihe-A/2 + (1 - (6)

The form of the solution depends on the particular values of C., Cj,

Di, D. and on the initial conditions. In order to show qualitatively the

variety of po.ssible forms of solution we set Ni(0) = N0 and Nj(0) = sN where

N is the population of the lower level, and s is a free parameter which repre-

sents the ratio of Nj/Ni, evaluated prior to laser coupling. Under these

initial conditions we obtain

E= sN 0 - C/B - E 1  (7)

and

E1 N (R.j - sRji) + ?,(C/B - SN)/(X - ) (8)
1 01 31 0±)/?- 2

We assign a value to Di and define a free parameter " such that Q = D./D i -

C. and C. could similarly be assigned certain values, however, we use C. and

C. to iipose the steady state condition on the system prior to laser coupling,

i.e., we set N. (t < 0) = N (t < 0) = 0 from whic', it follows that

Ci = No[D i + Ne (Kij - sK..) - sA..] (9)

andL

Cj =N o [s(Dj + Aji) + Ne(sK.j - K.j)] (10)

Note that

C. + C. N (sD. + Di) (11)

and since Ci and Cj axe greater than zero by definition, (9) and (10) show

that the values of the variables on the RIIS's are not conzT.letely arbitrary.

The temporal forms of intensified spontaneous emission (ISE) from

level j, for various values of the free parameters, axe showim in Fig. A2 on

the assumption that this emtission is directly proportional to A.j. H(t). The

A-3
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laser-induced rate coefficients Ri. and Rji were set equal to ten times the

rate coefficient Di, viz., in the computational work we have set the degeneracy

ratio of i and j to be unity. The electron collision quenching probability

N K.. iand the spontaneous emission probability A.. were both set equal toe 31 -l

D./l0. The time axis is in terms of D.I and the vertical scale has been

normalized by the j level population prior to laser saturation so that the

spontaneous emission before laser turn-on equals unity. In Fig. A2 the

step-function laser irradiation starts at t = 0, and the initial sharp change

in spontaneous emission reflects the laser induced redistribution of the

population between levels i and j.

Positive-going signals refer in general to cases where N. < Ni for t < 0,

which apply to all cases of thermal plasma; curves A, B and C refer specifi-

cally to the case where Nj = Ni/5 for t < 0. Negative going signals refer

in general to cases where N. > N. for t < 0, which apply to all cases of "in-

verted" poptlations. These D, E and F curves (shown in Fig. A2) refer speci-

fically to the case where N. = 5N i for t < 0. The special case of N. = N.

is represente(d by curve G, which shows no deflection on laser turn-on.

The positive and negative deflection: a. e further clasoified according

to the ratio Q = D/D i . For a given s, Q is a mieasure of the change in the

rate of lo s of population from the set of laser coupled levels due to the

laser induced internal redistribution. For Q > 1 uid s < 1 (e.g., curve C

for Q 2, s = 0.2 in Fig. A2), the spontaneous emission declines after the

initial jump, because the pair of laser-coupled levels loses population

faster (via N.D. and N.D.) than can be supplied by the sum of rates C. + C..
This form of solution (curve C) has been analysed in detail by Measures l)

within the context of plasma diagnostics.

For Q < 1 and s < 1 (e.g., curve A for Q = 0.5, s = 0.2 in Fig. A2), the

spontaneous emission continues to increase after the initial rise, achieving

a steady state value somewhat greater than that for curve B. In this case

the population loss rate via N.D. + N.D. has been decreased by the laser

induced redistribution of populations in levels i and j.

When Q = 1, D. D. and therefore no change in population loss rate via3 2.

N.D. + NiD. occurs due to the laser induced redistribution. Ciurves D, E, and F

are the population inversion equivalents of curves C, B, and A respectively,

and represent media which exhibit optical gain. In these cases the onset of

laser action in a laser cavity or the penetration of a laser beam in a laser
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amplifier will cau:3e a sudden decrease in the spontawicoui fran the

upper level (and aLn increase from the lower level if' sach a'. ti on. are

allo-:eid). Thi2 effect ha; been observed -  diu'ini tht .o _'.:c of' inveti-

gation2 into lacing media.

The condition:; that applied to curve C in Fig. 2 h': be . ",a±I to form

a three dimensional plot of normalized ISE signals ajai: :1zC using the

logarithm of the ratio of the laser-induced rate coefficiert Ri. (= R..) to

the loss coefficient D. as the third dimension. Figure A- illustr.,-aes the1

chauwe in the te.miporal variation of the ISE with increasi:- laser coupling.

R.. varies in steps of 10l/P D. from 10-7/2 Di at the front to 10 D. at the

back. Note that at suitably high laser powers (Pij > 10 1.), the shape of

the ISE ciurve ha- only a weak dependence on R.. - this in f-act is what is implied

by saturation.

Figure Al, -Jhorvis the ISE cu vces for the special case cf' resonance pumping.

In this graph we have assumed that D. = I. = 0, and therefo-e the time is given-i 1 3
in tuits of A-1. In addition, we have accuned that i(0) = 0 and therefore

212
tha t C. C. U. The vcrticjl scale i2 not nornalize. a, i th2 ISF amplitude1 3
is i, ULrbitrary units. Note that since there a,- no paoth:.;ys -.hi enable

population echangLei:iQ with othl r energy levcls, the ISE cUr -c e:hibit a

"fla-t top".

Las ,' S,-ttration of a Trnnsition

F'igures A3 n]. Ali both !--hibit the phenomeno of" las. , "'- tion of a

trm:;ition", yin, the ISE does not increase indcfinitely --it" la1ec power but

ir,;tcad approachcs an asymptotic value. We shall nowy investigate this

phenomenon @ld its practical consequences.

Consider solution (5) of the differential equation (L) for the upper
of the laser coupled level... Undcr satu.'ation conditions ".re may write

Nj*i e Kij Kj2 .1 1 (
Rid + Rji >> Ne(K + K ) + A ji + Di  --+ 12

In ..,hieh case the solution (5) takes the form

Nj(t) = C/B *- E 1 + E2 e (13)

[(1 + g)Rj.I (14)

A-5
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Wid

D. + g. (15)

wheru we have u.il the general relation

giR ij =gj'ji (16)

eand have defirvd

9 = g./g (17)

as the ratio of degeneracies of the two laser coupled levels. These results

are the same as obtained originally by the author.(1) Note that the require-

ment (12) implies that Tp << °rF.

T is the characteristic time for laser induced redistribution of the

populations in levels i and j (the laser pumping time), and TF is the relaxa-

tion time of the sy.tem in the presence of the laser radiation field.

Under conditions of laser .;aturation

dN.
JN. R. .- N.R..J (18)I - i j J ji

and for the time domain; P < t < -r. we cani write

Nj/N i  ggi (19)

This radiative balance condition corresponds to an equivalent infinite

terperaturc.

If we now restrict our attention to the C-branch of Fig. A2 (i.e., Q > 1

and s < 1) then, as first shown by 14asures (1968), (19) applies at the time

vwhcre N. is a maximum. Consequently, for times < -r, we can invoke continuity

to .T->"ovide

Nj(t) + Ni(t) = .j(O) + Ni(O) (20)

where t = 0 refers to the time just prior to laser irradiation, and arrive

at the population enhancement ratio:

A-6



if " N i( 0) + 1(2 1 )
11 (O) 77 5

by obi --vin. the 4l:c ,~ J u .;ro; 2 -,eCOuu1 -1 : _io4 -t:. o y. 4,11

S AL~a) l t 1i kf 3- at. 1,ti~ -, 41 .c t'> . ) ((1

Un it--2 Jondd io!1i 01 o the ri (O (!011 ;jfl ) i U (n 1: -3 :l )-an L)C.

us:'1 to derive the torgerature T 0prior to laT I 0 t ~ ir2 is

related to this population ratio throug.)h the Bolt'-,rnz:mre~zo

Nw(00)/i(o) =g ,p-j,/ki' 0 ) (2,2)

where E.. represents the energy difference between lcvoll: and i.

If the gas has a degree of ionization in ex:eers of a iew.- percent, then

T 0is probably equivaLlent to T, the free electron tena)eratu-re.

Note that in general w(e ca-n write

(23)

wherr

U - + g j (214)

and~: r~.(a 4 I.(0). Onl the- othe-r hi, if N (Ca) <<(),te (23)

still applies but'L now N 1 P. i(a) :11 it follors.- fro-. C'3) th te u lto

of' any two level.; can be connpa 'ed by 1-iser saturation of' th-! two appropriate

tran.;-itions.

In general B
R ~ 1,~ 2. vd (25)

W.e!-e S, (v) is t,he line prf sfLuric'iori and I I(v) tersr . he laser

spe Lrl iradarie. 1. represents the Milne -tinulated -e2-7ission coefficient.

If' we assume tiiat. ts.c larer is broridhard relal ive -o .,e abso, ption

liewid~l and thLat. Lhe eerit.ro. 1rea u,-ncles of' tr.e Imo arc c'oirciden-'., we

can write

A-7



-2 V-1w:.ere I is ,:ue lastir spectral irradia! ce (Wcm -  z - ) cor-resporiing tos

the poak val , o!' t:.e I (v) c,. ve. For" laser sa' ra'Ao. we have seen

+ R - (26)
j jI T. T.

1 i- =NKi +TJ. atd .-- LK..i+ A. + -'

Cons eqen tly if we define the "satura:*. i spectral irradia-ice"

817V3  + (27)
s o c T,i T T j

We ca:, see thLat tA:e sa, ratio co .di'ioi jmplies tL:a'.

I >> 1 (28)
s so

It' Fi . A4, w l j , s;. the ISE ,r rve for t .e speci .! case of resonance
p .:rpi7: , tKl,' pal'tic lar Cv! ve co3rrCS)otl Iing to If = I has been 4_dentified

s so

by tie symbol I , w.ich for tL e case of sodium 1) roso-.n.ce line eq als
3.5 X O-10 .'Il iz - . For a laser with a ba!dwidtx of abot 0.035 em this

-2correopondj Lo a:v. irral -vice I of abo t 1.5 Wcm - . To'.e t'at it. the case

of' Fig. A4 we have set D. - D. 0 a d we have ass ,.d = 0.
2 3 e

System hcl:uxrttao'. '

On exti: g1islig th e laser radiation, the popl1atio:.s of th'e various

c:,er'y levels will redistrib- to to form a new eq.ilibri,. distributior..

We now investigate the ciaracteristics of this rela:xatio. as a fmnctiol of

thte vario, 3 system parameters for a step function ter-'Snatio: of the laser

radiation. The differertial eq atio. (3) for Nj.(t) still holds, but now

P.. and R.. m.-st be set to zero in t:.e enuations (4) for the coefficients

A, B aid C of the differential eq..atio:.

Under these circunmtances E1 a.d E 2 of the solutio: (5) will be defined

by the pop-latiois Ni ad N j at the moment the laser radiation terminates.

For the general case, the decay characteristic of N. is a complex function

of the sy.tm paraete:rs, b,,t for the case of N (K ij + K..) + Aji >> D.i + D.,

the decay rates ?l, trak.e on simple form.;:

A-8
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-~B/A << 1

A 1 I

A e(Iij K ji) + Aji (29)

If further we assume D. = D. 0 and conscq(.ently C. C. = C, ther. the form
of the differential eq atior: (3) changes to first order with a zol tion

X3t
Nj(t) = E3e + El (30)

where
whe= -[I<e(Kij + Kji) + Ajij (31)

a!!d where E arid E ar-e cor.taritr which can be relatei to 2o:-iitio-xs prior
3 4

to irradiation. The iirg)ortant tliiig to iote is that the t.z.e co-stant for

relaxation of the pop lation in level j

3 -l (32)

aid therefore the deuay characteristic o' the I9E c-: b2 e-2i to calculate

N if K. . and K are known along with A . Thi, au3 .res t-.t rau iitionC la jl ji

trapping can be safely ignored. If lie 0, then

T= A. 1  (33)
3  i

and the lifetime of the upper state can be measured directly. fote that if

alternative radiative decay modes exist for the laser erhnanei pop 1 tion,

we can choose to monitor the 13E at a wavelength other tha.n the laser wave-

length, thereby eliminating Rayleigh, Mie, and tipparatu sc-tterinf. In

this case, however, (33) mrust be replaced by

T3 A ,' (3)
i

where the stun extends over all allowed transitions from level ,. Transition

probabilities can be determined from such measurements if the branching ratios

arc also evalua.ted.
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Appendix B

FAST AID FZFICIMT PLASIAL i-EA2TLIG

TIROUGH SUPERASTIC LASER M.-ERGY COUI2F SION (SELEC)

R. M.. Measures, P. L. Wizinowich and P. G. Cardinal

Institute for Aerospace Studies
University of Toronto

4925 Dufferin Street
Downs"iew, Ontario, Canada

i43H 5T6

ABSTRCT

Supereiastic laser energy conversion, SECEC, has been showm to

be capable of extremely rapid rates of plasna heating with relatively

modest values of laser irradiance. in the case of a boron III plasma,

dTe /d, > 1013 0K sec -1 has been predicted for an initial BIII ion

density of 1017 cm- 3 . The laser irradiance needed to achieve this

rate of change of the free electron telperature is abouL 5 x 108

.cm - 2 per cm of path length.

*Professor of Applied Science and Engineering, University of Toronto.
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